The epSOS Mediated Approach
• OpenNCP has been enhanced by introducing a TEE (through Intel SGX APIs)
• SGX allows to create a CPU protected environment (secure enclave) • Only the owner of the enclave can access to data managed within the enclave • Even Super Users cannot access to data within an enclave (access grants managed by CPU)
• OpenNCP is Java Based whereas SGX APIs are C based
• Different alternatives evaluated at the and a JNI bridge was adopted
An SGX enabled enhanced OpenNCP
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• At the moment we are evaluating to move KONFIDO toward a microservices based architecture • A Physically Unclonable Function (PUF) is an hardware device who produces a repeatable output given an input, but the output is unpredictable • The input is in general a physical stimulus • PUFs reach truly unclonability by:
• Physical unclonability
• Each device reacts to the stimulus in a way depending from its microstructure, and the microstructure is not replicable even with the same production process and materials
• Mathematical unclonability
• It is unfeasible to compute the output given the input and other inputoutput pairs, without knowing all the details of the microstructure of the PUF
Physically Unclonable Function (PUF)
26/02/2018 ISCIS CyberSecurity Workshop 2018 20 • Symmetric keys can also be derived, but they require a secure channel to be delivered to the communicating parties
• A solution is a keychain at the server
• PUFs can also be employed as an authentication mean for the device • Standard cryptography requires that data is decrypted before working on it • There are situations where it is desirable to work on data without decrypting it first
PUF Uses
• When computation is offloaded to a third party facility, it is desirable to not disclose sensitive data to the facility owner 
